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LR-regular grammars are defined similarly to Knuth's LR(k) grammars, with the 
following exception: arbitrarily long look-ahead is allowed before making a parsing 
decision during the bottom-up syntactical analysis; however, this look-ahead is 
restricted in that the essential "look-ahead information" can be represented by a 
finite number of regular sets, thus can be computed by a finite state machine. LR- 
regular grammars can be parsed deterministically in linear time by a rather simple 
two-scan algorithm. Efficient parsers are constructed for given LR-regular grammars. 
The family of LR-regular languages i  studied; it properly includes the family of 
deterministic CF languages and has similar properties. Necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for a grammar to be LR-regular are derived and then utilized for developing 
parser generation techniques for arbitrary grammars. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade or so, several classes of context free grammars have been intro- 
duced, whose grammars can be deterministically parsed in linear time by a single 
left-to-right scan. Among these are the Precedence grammars [3], LL(k) grammars 
[I 5], Bounded Context and Bounded Right Context grammars [4] and LR(k) grammars 
[1]. In particular, the LR(k) class is the most general class of grammars of the above 
type, that can be parsed bottom-up using a left-to-right scan with k symbols look-ahead. 
It has been generally agreed that for "well designed" programming languages, the 
above classes of grammars are adequate to specify all of the syntactic features that can 
be specified by context free grammars; as DeRemer puts it, "if a designer sets out to 
design an unambiguous CF grammar to specify the "structural properties" of a 
language, his result will be an LR(k) grammar" [2]. 
There exist examples of statements in today's programming languages, whose 
left-to-right analysis may require an unlimited amount of look-ahead (e.g., PL/ I  
statements of the form " IF  (...) . . . .  THEN ..."). But these are usually cases in which 
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the look-ahead is needed during the lexical analysis phase, after which no ambiguity 
remains and the syntactical analysis may then be carried out in an LR(k) manner. 
But even if we restrict ourselves to grammars generating the intermediate language 
obtained after the lexical scan, there are still cases where LR(k) grammars are inade- 
quate. Such cases arise with the use of extendable languages [9, 10], where the user is 
allowed to extend the syntax of the basic programming language by the so-called 
"syntax macros", thus taking part in the design of the language. Then we cannot 
expect the user to extend the syntax always in such a manner as to yield a "well- 
designed" language. It is therefore important o develop syntactical parsers capable of 
parsing efficiently as large a class of grammars as possible, including languages in 
which the structure of a subexpression may depend on an unlimited context both on the 
left and on the right. 
We will now describe a grammar of a simple programming language with the above 
feature, which is a typical example of a language arising when using syntax macros. 
Informally, a program in our language is a sequence of (possibly labeled) statements; 
there are assignment statements as well as conditional goto statements. The right-hand 
side of an assignment statement can either be an arithmetic expression or a set 
expression. Similarly, the condition in a " jump" statement is a relation either between 
two arithmetic expressions or between two set expressions. The point in this example 
is that both arithmetic and set expressions are created from identifiers, constants and 
operators of the same form; only the context determines whether a given string is to be 
interpreted as an arithmetic expression (in which case the context is an equals sign "~"  
occuring somewhere in the assignment statement or if  statement), or a set expression 
(where the context is an equivalence sign "2"  occuring somewhere in the assignment, 
or i f  statement). For instance, 101 could be interpreted either as a binary constant or as 
a singleton set containing the string 101; the symbol , could mean arithmetic multi- 
plication or concatenation, etc. The structure of an expression depends on its context 
(" ="  or "~")  due to the fact that the same operators have different priorities when 
used as arithmetic operators or as set operators. 
A grammar for the above programming language is given below. In this grammar the 
nonterminals are of the form ( ' " ) ,  the set of terminals is T ~ {a, b, O, 1, + ,  -- ,  , ,  
--, ~ ,  :, ;, (,), if, then, goto}, the start symbol is (program) and the productions are 
as follows: 
(program) 
(statement) 
(assign stat) 
--~ (statement) i (program); (statement) 
-*  (assign stat) I 
( jump) [  (ident) : (statement) 
--~ (ident) = (arith exp) [ 
( ident) ~ (set exp) 
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(jump) -+ if (relation) then goto (ident) 
(relation) -+ (arith exp) = (arith exp) ] 
(set exp) ~ (set exp) 
(arith exp) --~ (arith exp) q- (arith term) ] 
(arith exp) -- (arith term) I 
(arith term) 
(arith term) --~ (arith te rm) ,  (arith primary) ] 
(arith primary) 
(arith primary) --~ ((arith exp)) ] (ident) I (const) 
(set exp) --~ (set exp) q- (set term) I (set term) 
(set term) -+ (set term) , (set factor) I 
(set factor) 
(set factor) --~ (set factor) -- (set primary) [ 
(set primary) 
(set primary) -+ ((set exp)) [ (ident) [ (const) 
(ident) --~ (ident) (letter) [ (letter) 
(const) --~ (const) (digit) [ (digit) 
(letter) --~ a I b 
(digit) --~ 0 [ 1 
The above grammar is clearly non-LR(k). However, this grammar is LR-regular-- 
the type of grammars considered in this paper. 
We will focus our attention on CF grammars for which the "look-ahead information" 
essential for determining the handle in any right sentential form can assume only 
finitely many different values. Then it may be feasible to compute this information in 
advance by a right-to-left pre-scan of the given string. During the pre-scan, some 
labels will be attached to the string symbols, representing the auxiliary look-ahead 
information required later on during the left-to-right "main scan" to perform the 
parsing. Such a two-scan parsing algorithm may be most appropriate in cases where it 
is feasible to carry out the lexical scan and the syntactical parsing in reverse directions, 
for then the pre-scan may be incorporated into the lexical scan. 
In what follows, we will be concerned merely with syntactical analysis, i.e., we 
assume that the given CF grammar generates the intermediate language obtained after 
the lexical scan. 
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We shall study in detail a new class of grammars, called LR-regular (abbreviated 
LRR), which includes all LR(k) grammars as well as many practically interesting 
non-LR(k) grammars, yet allows the construction of efficient linear-time bottom-up 
parsers, using a rather simple two-pass parsing scheme as described above. For an 
LRR grammar, the look-ahead information essential for determining the handle in any 
right sentential form can be represented by a finite number of regular sets. Thus the 
parsing procedure calls for a finite-state sequential machine to recognize these sets 
during the pre-scan and a modified LR(0) parser to perform the actual parsing. The 
sequential machine reads the given string from right to left, at each step attaching a
label representing its current output o the next symbol scanned. The labeled string 
thus obtained can now be parsed essentially as if the grammar were LR(0), because 
the modified LR(0) parser uses an extended stack alphabet and whenever a parsing 
decision would not be unique in the usual LR(0) parser, it is made unique using the 
auxiliary information attached to the top symbol of the stack. 
The parsing method described above applies to all LR(k) grammars as well as to 
many non-LR(k) grammars or grammars generating non-deterministic CF languages, 
which cannot be deterministically parsed by a strictly left-to-right process. Even if the 
given grammar is LR(k) for some larger k, our method may provide a parser more 
efficient han the optimized LR(k) parser [5]. It may be easier to prepare and store 
some auxiliary information during the pre-scan than to "look-ahead", particularly 
in case it is feasible to incorporate the pre-scan into the lexical scan. Our method then 
can be interpreted asa guide for systematically modifying the intermediate context-free 
language and its grammar to make it LR(0). 
The reader is assumed familiar with the basic notions of language theory and with 
LR(k) grammars [1]. For general background the reader is referred to [6-8]. 
All grammars and languages considered in this paper are assumed to be context-free. 
1. LRR GRAMMARS 
Before proceeding to define LRR grammars, we introduce some notation and review 
briefly the definitions of context-free grammars and LR(k)-ness. A context-free 
grammar  (CFG) is a four-tuple G ~ (N, T, P, S), where N and T are finite disjoint 
sets of non-terminals and terminals, respectively, S in N, is the start symbol and P is a 
finite set of productions of the form ~/-+ a, where A is in N and a in (N u T)*. Let 
V ~- N ~9 T and let the relations ~ and ~ * be defined in the usual way. The language 
generated by G is L( G) = {w ~ T* I S ~ * w}. 
We may assume without loss of generality that the starting symbol does not occur at 
the right side of any production in P. We will do it throughout the paper to avoid 
complications in the definitions of LR(k) and LR(rr) grammars otherwise shown to be 
necessary in [8]. 
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Usually, upper case Latin letters will denote nonterminals, a, b, c will denote 
terminals, x, y, z, u, v, w will denote terminal strings and small Greek letters will be 
used for strings in V*. E will denote the empty string. The length of a string e will be 
denoted by ] e [. For any string x = ala 2 "" an,  let the reverse of x be x R = an "'" asal 
and let E R = e. For a language L, let L R = {x R I xeL}.  Let r denote the empty 
language. 
We shall use ~ and ~*  to denote rightmost derivation, i.e. one in which at each 
step the rightmost nonterminal is replaced. A r ight  (canonical)  sentent ia l  fo rm is 
9 . R ,  . . 9 
any string ~ m V* such that S =~ c~. If  A -+ c~ is m P and i f  S ~ * f lAw => flo~w for 
some fl e V* and w e T*, then ~ is called a handle  of/~w. 
For any string w and for any integer k = 0, 1,..., define 3k(w ) to be the first k symbols 
of w, in case Iw[ >~k, or w, in case ]w[ <k .  A CFG G = (N, T, P, S) is said 
to be LR(k) if given any two right-most derivations of the form 
S ~*  ~ lA ly l  n c~lTYi, 
and 
R 
S n .  ~sAsYa ~ C~l~'Ys, 
where ai ,  ~ e V*, Yi e T* and 3k(y~) = 8k(ys), then we may conclude that A 1 = A s , 
~1 = ~,  andys =Y3-  
Let ~r = {R 1 ..... Rn} denote a partition of T* into a finite number n of disjoint sets 
R~. rr is called a regu lar  par t i t ion  of T* if all sets R i are regular. I f  two strings x 
and y belong to the same set Ri then we write x ~ y (rood ~r). Partition 7r is said to be a 
left (r ight) congruence  if for any strings x, y, z in T*, x =-- y(mod rr) implies 
zx  ~ zy(mod ~r)(xz ~ yz  (mod rr)). 
We now introduce LRR grammars. Informally, a CFG is LRR if there exists a 
regular partition ~r = {R 1 ,..., Rn} of T* such that the handle in any right sentential 
form is uniquely determined by the string to its left and the set R~ containing the 
terminal string to its right. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let ~r = {R 1 ,..., R,,} be any regular partition of T*. A CFG G = 
(N, T, P, S) is called LR(~) if given any two right-most derivations of the form 
R 
S n ,  ~ lA lY l  ~ cqVYl,  
and 
R 
S R ,  ~2A2y 3 ~ ~ 
and Yl --= Ys( m~ ~), then we may conclude that A 1 = A s , ~I = c~s and Ys = Y3. 
A CFG G is called LR- regu lar  (LRR) if G is LR(~r) for some regular partition ~r of 
T*. A language L is LRR iffL = L(G)  for some LRR grammar G. 
Clearly every LR(k) grammar is LRR with respect to the regular partition 
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~rk = {{ul},... {u,}, wiT* ..., wmT*}, where w,, 1 <~ i ~< m, are all terminal strings of 
length k and u,, 1 <~ i ~< n, are all terminal strings of length less than k, including the 
empty string. 
EXAMPLE 1.1, The grammar G = (N, T, P, S) of the simple programming language 
presented in the Introduction is clearly LR(Tr), where ~r = {(T- -{~})*{=}r* ,  
(T -- {=})*{_=}T*, (T -- {=, ~})*}. 
In fact grammar G is also LR(r/), where rr' is the decomposition of T* into 
(T -- {~})*{=}T* and its complement; however, decomposition ~rallows for earlier 
error detection. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Consider the linear CFG G = ({S, T, U}, {a, b}, P, S) where 
P = {S--* aTb; S--* bTa; S--* aUa; S--* bUb; T--* aTaa; T--* b; U--* aUa; U--* b}. 
One can see that G is LRR w.r.t, the regular partition ~r = {T'a; T'b} but G is not 
LR(k) for any k; moreover, the language 
L = {aa~ba2'~b, banba2"a; aanba'a; ba'~ba"b I n = 0, 1, 2,...}, 
generated by G, is not a deterministic PDA language, nor is its reverse language L R. 
We shall now study the relations of the LRR languages to other families of languages. 
First we note that, by their definition, LRR grammars are unambiguous. However, the 
unambiguous language L = {ww tr I w ~ {a, b}*} is clearly not LRR; hence the LRR 
languages are properly contained in the unambiguous CFL's. 
By Examples 1.1 and 1.2, the LRR languages properly contain the deterministic 
CFL's. Moreover, the LRR language in Example 1.2 is neither a deterministic CFL 
nor the mirror image (reverse) of one. 
Considering reversal, we can also define the symmetric notion of right-to-left 
regular (RLR) grammar, which corresponds to left-most derivations. Clearly the 
RLR languages are the mirror images of the LRR languages. As in the case of deter- 
ministic languages, these two families are incomparable; moreover, the family of RLR 
languages i incomparable with the family of deterministic CFL's, as is shown by the 
following example: 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Consider the grammar G = ({S, A, B}, {a, b}, P, S) where 
P = {S--+ AB;  S --+ BCB: A -+ aAbb; A --+ abb; B --+ aBb; B --+ ab; C --+ aC; C --+ a}. 
The left-most derivations are of the forms: 
S L=>. AB L=>, clm_lAb2m_2B L:~ amb2mB L=>, amb2,man_lBbn_ 1 ~ amb2manb  
S L BCB L ,  am_lBbm_lC B L ambmCB L ,  a,nb~akB 
, amb~akan-lBb~ 1 ~ ambma~+kb~ 
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and one can see that G is RL(0) (i.e., reverse LR(0)). However, for right-most deriva- 
tions we have: 
S ~ AB ~* Aa"b" R .  a,,_XAb2~_2a,b" R a,~b2rnanb n 
S R 1~ BCB ~ * BCa"b ~ . BCaa_la~b~ R * Ban+kb ~
R R 
am-XBb,~-la~+kb ~ ~ a,,b~an+kb n ::>* 
where m, n, k = 1, 2,... and thus the handle in any terminal string cannot be determined 
without first matching the a's with the b's in the right part of the string and checking 
whether there are more a's than b's, an operation which cannot be accomplished by 
a finite automaton. Hence G is not LRR (a formal proof of this will be presented in
Section 5). Furthermore, one can show that the language L(G) = {amb2manb n, 
amb'~a~+kb n ] k, m, n ~ 1 } cannot be generated by any LRR grammar. 
The relations among the various families of grammars and languages shown above 
are summed up in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. (a) The family of LRR [RLR] grammars properly contains the 
family of LR(k) [RL(k)] grammars, it is incomparable with the family of RL(k) [LR(k)] 
grammars (and thus also with the family of RLR [LRR] grammars), and it is properly 
contained in the family of unambiguous grammars. 
(b) The family of LRR [RLR] languages properly contains the family of deterministic 
[reverse deterministic] languages, is incomparable with the family of reverse deterministic 
[deterministic] languages (and thus also with the family of RLR [LRR] languages) and is 
properly contained in the family of unambiguous languages. 
2. A PARSING ALGORITHM FOR LRR GRAMMARS 
We now present a construction which yields a practical parsing method for LRR 
grammars. For each regular partition ~r of T* and for each grammar G, a new grammar 
G~ over an extended alphabet is constructed, such that if G is LR(~r) then G= is LR(0). 
Every string x generated by G can be converted into a corresponding string x' generated 
by G, by a sequential machine which scans x from right to left and yields x' as its 
output. The parsing tree of x' w.r.t. G~ is essentially the same as that of x w.r.t. G and 
can be easily obtained by the LR(0) parser of G~. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be any CFG and let rr = {R 1 ,..., R,} 
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be a regular partition of T*. Letg,  be the sequential mapping I from T* into {1, 2,..., n}* 
defined by: g~(e) = E, g~,(ala~.., ak) = il i2"'" ik ,  where for each j, 1 ~< j ~< k, 
a~aj_ i "" a i ~ R i j .  To see that g~ is a sequential mapping, consider the partition 
~r R = {RiR,..., R~R}. Now let 7/ be the right congruence of T* with the minimum 
number of blocks, which is a refinement of 7r R. Then 7r' defines the states and transition 
function of a sequential machine which can recognize the sets Ri R. Associating the 
output j  with each block of 7r' contained in set R~ R, we obtain a minimum-state Moore 
machine i M~ = (K, T, A, 3, A, q0) realizing the sequential mapping g~; here K is the 
set of states, q0 the initial state, A = {1, 2 ..... n}, 3 :K  • T- - , -K  is the tran- 
sition function and A: K -+ A is the output function. Now define a grammar 
G, = (N', T ' t3  {$}, P', S') as follows: let w--, $ be new symbols not in V; let 
N '  = {S'} w (K • (V w {~--}) • K); T' = (T t_) {~---}) • A and let P '  consist of 
productions of the following four types: 
(i) S' -~  (p,  ~--, p ) (p ,  S,  q0)$ 2 for all p e K. 
(ii) If A --* X iX  2 "" X~ is in P then 
(p ,  A ,  q) ~ (p ,  X i ,  P l ) (P l ,  X2 , P2) "" (Pr-2 , X r - i  , Pr-1)(Pr-1, Xr  , q) 
is in P'  for any p, q, P l , . . . ,  Pr- i  in K .  
i A (nondeterministic) generalized sequential machine (gsm) is a 6-tuple g = (K, Z, A, 5, Pl, F) 
where K is a finite set of states, Z and A are the input alphabet and output alphabet, respectively, 
Pi E K is the initial state, F _C K is the set of final states and 3 is a mapping from K • Z into 
finite subsets of K • A *. The domain of 3 is extended to K • Z* as follows: 3(p, E) = {(p, ~)} 
and for any x in Z* and a in Z, 6(p, xa) = {(q, w) ] w = wiw2 and for some q' in K,  (q', wx) is in 
3( p, x) and (q, w~) in 3(q', a)). The  gsm mapping associated with gsm g is a mapping from 2 "v* 
into 2 zl* defined by: g(L) = {y [ (p, y) is in 3(p i , x) for some p eF  and x eL}. 
A gsm g as above is said to be deterministie if for each state p and for each a in Z, 3(p, a) 
contains exactly on~ element. For deterministic gsm, we will use a slightly different notation, 
i.e., the above defined function 3, which, in this case, has range K • A *, will be separated into 
two functions, ~: K • Z --~ K and A: K • Z --~ A * (the transition function and output function 
resp.). 8 and A are extended to K • Z* in the usual way. Thus a deterministic gsm will be 
represented by a 7-tuple (K, Z, T, 3, A, P i ,  F). In some cases F will be omitted, and will be 
understood to be K. A (Mealy type) sequential machine is any deterministic gsm in which the 
range of A is A. The  gsm mapping of a sequential machine is called a sequential mapping. 
A Moore machine is defined similarly to a Mealy type machine, except hat the output function A 
is a function from K to A. The sequential mapping of a Moore machine M = (K, Z, A, 5, A, Pl) 
is then defined as follows: for any x = ai "'" ak in Z*, g(x) = A(3(p i , al)) A(3(pl , ala2)) "'" 
A(3(pt , ai "'" as)), and g(L) = {g(x) 1 x 6L}. 
The  endmarker $ is inessential for the proof of Theorem 2.1 and has been added just for 
convenience in later proofs. One could instead assume (without loss of generality) that the 
partition ~r has a separate block {E} for the empty string only, thus turning the last symbol 
[a, A(q0)] into an endmarker, since A(q0) would then be distinct from all other outputs occuring 
inside the string. 
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(iii) (p, a, q) -~ [a, i] for any a e T, p, q e K and i e A such that 3(q, a) = p and 
~(q)  = i. 
(iv) (p, ~---, p) ~ [~---, i] for any p e K, i E A such that i = h(p). 
We note that in the above construction for G~, for any string x E L(G) there corre- 
sponds a "modified version" f,~(x)eL(G,,) of x which is obtained by attaching to the 
original symbols of x additional "output labels" corresponding to the output sequence 
produced by M~ when scanning the string x from right to left. The last output produced 
by M~ is attached to the special begin symbol ~ added in front of x. 
Formally, define the functionf,: T* --+ (T')*$ as follows: For any x = ala2", ak ~ T*, 
let y = g=(x R) = ili ~ ... ik ~ A *. Define 
f~(x) = [~---, ik][a x , ik-1] "'" [ak-1, ii][a~, i0]$, 
where i 0 = A(q0),/1 = A(3(q o , ak)), and ij = A(3(q 0 , ak""  ak-~-+a)) for 2 ~ j ~ k. 
Clearlyf,  is a 1-1 gsm mapping whose inverse can be extended to a homomorphism 
h,: (T ' )*$ ~ T* defined by h=([a, i]) = a and h,([~---, i ] )  = h.($) = , ,  for any a e T 
and i ~ A. Let R~ denote the range of f~,  i.e., R~ = f , (T*)  C (T')*$; then f~ l  is the 
restriction of h. to R~. Hence h, is 1-1 on R~. One can easily verify that for any 
grammar G over terminal alphabet T,f~(L(G)) = L(G=) and h,(L(G,)) = L(G). Let us 
extend h~ to a homomorphism from (V')* into V* by defining 
h~(S') = S 
h,(p, X,  q) = X for all X~ V,p, qe  K 
and 
h,(p, ~--, q) = E for all p, q e K. 
Remark. We note that if a grammar G is LR(Tr) for some partition rr, then it is also 
LR(Tr') for any refinement 7r' of ~r. It is well known that any partition rr of T* has a 
refinement which is a left congruence [6, 14]. Therefore for any LR(rr) grammar, we 
may assume without loss of generality that rr is a left congruence. 
Note also that in the case that rr is a left congruence, the Moore machine 3I .  defined 
above has distinct outputs for distinct states. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G ~- (N, T, P, S) be a CFG and rr be a left congruence on T*. 
Then G is LR(Tr) iff the grammar G, defined above is LR(0). 
Proof. (a) Suppose G is LR(Tr). To show that G~ is LR(0), consider the following 
two derivations in G,: 
S' R ,  ~I'(Pl, A1, ql)Yl' ~ o~(y'y~' 
(,) 
S' R * a((P2, A2, q2)Y3' ~ ~ 
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where a,', ~ (V')*, y /  ~' (T')*$, A; ~ N and p~, qi e K. For G~ to be LR(0) we must 
have al' = ~s', (P l ,  A1, ql) = (Ps, Az, q2) and Y3' = Ys'. Let us consider the 
corresponding derivations in G, namely, 
(**) 
R 
S ~*  alAly 1 => affy i 
R 
S ~*  a2A~y ~~ ~1~Y2 
where ai ,  Y, and 7 are obtained from ai', Yi' and Y' resp. by replacing each nonterminal 
(p, X, q) in N '  by X, each terminal [a, i], a e T, of G. by a, and erasing the end- 
markers. We claim that Yx ---- Y2( m~ 7r). To see this, observe that if we have in G,  
S' ~*  v(p, X, q)w$ for some w e (T')*, 7? 6 (V')*, p, q e K and X e N, then as one 
can show by simple induction, 3(qo, h,(wR)) = q. It follows that h,(w) e Ri where 
i = h(q). From the above derivations (*) and (**) we obtain y~ ,Y2 e Rj ,  where j is 
the output associated with the last component of the last symbol of al' 7' (this string is 
nonempty by construction of G,). Hence Yl =- Ys( mod zr) and since G is LR(~r) we 
have A 1 = A s , c h = a 2 and Y3 -- Ys 9 Since M~ is a deterministic machine whose 
states are in one-to-one correspondence with its outputs, strings al' , as' , Ys', Ya' are 
uniquely determined by strings c~ 1, a s , Ys, Y~ and therefore a1' = as', Y3' = Ys' and 
(Px, A1, QI) = (p2, As,  q2) as required. 
(b) Now suppose G. is LR(0) and assume that zr is a left congruence on T*. This 
implies that in the corresponding Moore machine M~ distinct states have distinct 
outputs. Thus consider two derivations in G as in (**) above and suppose 
Yl ~ Ys( m~ ~r). Then in M~ we have ~(qo, Yl R) = 3(qo, Ys R) --=- q~ for some q~ e K 
such that h(q~) - - j .  Now construct wo corresponding derivations in G,: 
St R 
* a l ' (P l  , A1 ,  ql)Yl' ~ al'7'Yx' 
St  R t t n t! t 
* % (P2, A2, q2)Y3 ~ %~' Y2 
where Yl' and Y2' are obtained from Yl and Y2 resp. by adding endmarker $ and 
simulating the behavior of M= on the sequences yl R and y2 R. Since 3(q 0 , y,) = qj., 
i = 1, 2, the symbol immediately preceding Yl'(Y2') in al'7'yl'(a[y"y2') must be of the 
form (p, X, qj) or, if it is terminal, of the form [a,j], for some a ~ T td {~---}, 
X e V u {~---} and p e K. Thus the last symbol of both ~1'7' and a~'7" will have last 
component q~ or j, and since both strings are obtained from aft  by adding some state 
sequences and outputs in M,  to the symbols of aly and adding an extra symbol 
(p, ~---, p) at the beginning, ~1'~" and c~'y" can be made equal by choosing the same 
state sequences for both. Then we have ~,' = ),", a 1' = a~ and the above derivations in 
G~ are of the form (*). Since by assumption G~ is LR(0) we get a~' : as' ,y 2' = Y3' and 
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(Pl , s qx) = (P~, A2, q2)" Consequently, cq = c,2, Y2 = Y3 and A 1 = A 2 . This 
concludes the proof. 
Utilizing Theorem 2.1, efficient parsers for LRR grammars can be constructed. For 
a given LR(rr) grammar G = (N, T, P, S), a parser will consist of the deterministic 
Moore machine M~ (constructed in Definition 2.1) and an LR(0) parser for the modified 
grammar G , .  The sequential machine will process the input string x from right to left 
during the pre-scan; at each step, after having scanned a symbol, it will attach a label 
representing its current output o the next symbol scanned. The labeled string obtained 
after completion of the pre-scan (i.e., f,,(x)) can now be parsed by the LR(0) parser of 
G~, yielding essentially the same parsing tree as that of the original string x with 
respect o G. 
Optimization 
The above parsing scheme works due to the fact that the auxiliary labels attached to 
the input string symbols during the prescan represent the "look ahead" information 
essential for determining the (unique) handle in x or any subsequent right sentential 
forms occuring during the bottom-up parsing of x. The modified LR(0) parser 
maintains these auxiliary labels on its stack and uses them for determining the reduc- 
tions to be performed uring the parsing. However, some of these labels may actually 
never be used during the parsing process and can therefore be omitted. In particular, 
we need labels only in the situations when a parsing decision cannot be done in 
LR(0)-manner. Therefore we can describe, independently on a decomposition ~r, 
subset T' of terminal alphabet T containing all the symbols which need to be labeled. 
We will do it formally using the notion of characteristic finite state machine (CFSM) 
from [2, p. 44]. Given G = (N, T, P, S) let T' = {a E T I there is X in N t_) {a} such 
that X ~*wa for some w in V* and vX transfers the CFSM of G from the starting 
state into an inadequate state for some v ~ V*}. 
3. PROPERTIES OF LRR LANGUAGES 
Theorem 2.1 also has some interesting theoretical implications. First we note that the 
theorem provides an algorithm for deciding whether an arbitrary grammar G is 
LR(~r) for some given left congruence 7ron T*. One simply constructs the grammar G~ 
and checks to see whether or not it is LR(0). However, this algorithm applies only in 
case the given partition ~r is a left congruence. In Section 5 we will derive another 
algorithm which works also if ~- is not a left congruence. 
Theorem 2.1 reflects the close relationship between LRR languages and deter- 
ministic languages. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Every LR(Tr) language can be obtained by homomorphism h, (see 
Definition 2.1)from a deterministic language. 
Proof. Let L = L(G) for some LR(rt) grammar G. Then L ~- h~(L(G~)), where G~ 
is as in Definition 2.1, and by Theorem 2.1, L(G~) is a deterministic language. 
Theorem 2.1 allows us to generalize many of the known results on deterministic CF 
languages to LRR languages. In particular, the LRR languages have similar closure 
properties, and also form an "AFDL" (Abstract Family of Deterministic Languages 
[12]). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ~r be a left congruence on T* and let G' -~ (N, T' u {$), P, S) be 
any grammar generating a language L(G') C R= , where T', R= , $ and h~ are as in 
Definition 2.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be the grammar obtained from G' by applying the 
homomorphism h~ to all terminal symbols occuring in the productions of G', and leaving 
the nonterminals unchanged, i.e., if A ~ X1X 2 ." Xm is a production in P, then 
A ~ Y1Y2 "" Y,,~ is in P, where for 1 <~ i <~ m, Y, = X, if X, ~ N and Yi  = h~(X~) if
X~ E T' w {$}3. I f  G'is LR(0) then G is LR(~r). 
Proof. Clearly h,(L(G'))= L(G) and since L(G') C_ R,  we also have L(G')= 
~(L(G)). Now construct he grammar G, z (N', T 'u  {$},P', S') for G, as in 
Definition 2.1. Clearly L(G~)=f~(L(G))= L(G'). Moreover, we claim that G~ is 
also LR(0). To see this, recall that G. has productions of types (i)-(iv) defined in 
Definition 2.1 above; in particular, each production of type (ii) of G~ is obtained from 
a production _/1 --. YIY2 ..- Y,n 3 of G, which, in turn, corresponds to a production 
A --+ X1X2 "" A~ of G' such that Yi  = h,(X,) if X i E T' and Yi  = X i  otherwise. 
Now consider any right sentential form 7/ of G,; one can see immediately that if 
7/~ (T')*$ then the handle in 7/is the first symbol [~-, i], which is to be replaced by 
(p, ~-, p) as in production (iv). Similarly, a handle corresponding to production (i) 
can be readily recognized and will occur only in the last step of the parsing. Thus 
suppose 7/contains at least one nonterminal nd is not identical with the right-hand 
side of production (i). Then the handle in 7/can still be determined without look-ahead 
in the following way. Convert 7/into the corresponding right sentential form 7/' of G', 
by replacing each nonterminal (p, a, q )~K X (TW {~--})X K by [a,i], where 
i = A(q), and each (p, A, q) ~ K X N • K should be replaced by A. Then find the 
handle a' in 7/' w.r.t. G' (which can be determined without look-ahead, since G' is 
LR(0)), and let a be the corresponding substring of 7/. If a contains any terminal 
symbol [a, i], then the handle in 7/is the left-most such terminal in a, which is to be 
reduced to (p, a, q), where A(q) ---- i (q is unique because ~r is a left congruence) and 
p = q if a ~- ~--, else p = 3(q, a). If a is made exclusively of nonterminal symbols, then 
the handle in 7/is c~ itself and the reduction to be used is of type (ii) and is determined 
s Note that Yx and/or Y,~ may be E. 
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by the production corresponding to handle ~' in 7/'. It follows that G~ is also an LR(0) 
grammar, and by Theorem 2.1, G is LR(Tr). 
THEOREM 3.3. The family of LRR languages is closed under complementation. I  
particular, if language L is LR(rr) for some left congruence 7ron T*, then T* - - L  is also 
LR(Tr). 
Proof. Let L be generated by an LR(~) grammar G for some left congruence ~r 
on T*, and let G~ be the grammar constructed in Definition 2.1. Then G~ is LR(0); 
hence L(G~) is a deterministic CFL. Since deterministic CFL's are closed under 
complementation and intersection with regular sets, also the language 
L' = ((T' • {$})* -- L(G,)) n R~ 
is a deterministic CFL, and since L' is a subset of (T')*$, it can be generated by an 
LR(0) grammar, say G' = (_N, T' u {$}, P', S). Let G = (N, T, P, S) be the grammar 
obtained from G' by applying the homomorphism h~ to all terminal symbols occuring 
in the productions of G', as in Lemma 3.2. Since G' is LR(0), G is LR(~r) by this 
lemma. Furthermore, using the fact that h, is 1-1 on R , ,  one can easily verify that 
L(G) = h,(L') = T* -- L; hence T* -- L is also LR(rr). 
THEOREM 3.4. The family of LRR languages i  closed under intersection with regular 
sets. In particular, for any fixed left congruence 77 of T*, the family of all LR(~r) languages 
is closed under intersection with regular sets. 
Proof. Let R _C T* be any regular set and let G = (N, T, P, S) be an arbitrary 
LR(rr) grammar for some left congruence # of T*. Let G~ = (N', T' u {$}, P', S') 
be the LR(0) grammar and f .  the gsm mapping defined in Definition 2.1. Let 
R' =f . (R)C  R~; since f~ is a gsm mapping, R' is also regular. Since deterministic 
CFL's are closed under intersection with regular sets, the language L' = L(G,) n R' 
is also a deterministic CFL, and since L'C_ (T')*$,L' is generated by an LR(0) 
grammar, say G '= (-N, T 'U  {$}, P', S). Let G = (N, T, P, S) be the grammar 
obtained from G' by applying the homomorphism h, to all productions of G', as 
in Lemma 3.2. By this latter lemma G is an LR(Tr) grammar. Furthermore, using 
the fact that h, is 1-1 on R, and is the inverse o f f , ,  we get: 
L(G) = h~(L(G')) = h~(L(G~) n R') ---- h~(L(G.)) n h=(R') = L(G) n R 
as required. 
One can show, using the same proofs as for deterministic languages [11], that the 
family of LRR languages i also not closed under most of the standard operations, like 
union, concatenation, star, reversal and homomorphism. (In all these proofs, the non- 
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deterministic language obtained is L = {#bJa~li, j >~ 1} u {#b~a~li, j >~ 1} which is 
an inherently ambiguous language, and therefore also non-LRR). However, the family 
of LRR languages i closed under the "marked" operations. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For any two languages L1, L 2 _C T* and for any two symbols a, 
b ~ T, the set LlaL ~ is the marked product  of L 1 and Le, aL 1 u bL~ is the marked 
union ofL x andL 2 and (aLl)* is the marked * ofL 1 . 
THEOREM 3.5. The family of LRR languages is closed under marked union and 
marked * 
Proof. Let L e = L(Gi), where Gi = (N,, T, P~, S,) is an LR(~h) grammar, 
i = 1, 2, for regular partitions rq = {U 1 .... , Un} and 7r 2 = {V 1 .... , Vm} of T*. 
For marked union, define the grammar G = (N', T', P, S), where T' = T t3 {a, b}, 
N'  = N~ w N2 u {S} and P = P1 w P~ u {S ~ aS~ , S -~ bS~}. Then clearly L(G) = 
aL 1 u bL 2 and one can easily verify that G is an LR(rr) grammar, for 
rt = {U i (3 V~ [ 1 <~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j  ~ m) td {aT*, bT*, ((T')* -- {a, b, ,}T*)). 
For marked *, let G' = (N", T", P', S') where T" = T w {a}, N" = N 1 t3 {S', S"} 
and P' = P1 k) {S' --+ S", S" ~ aSIS", S" -+ e}. ThenL(G' )  = (aLl)* and clearly G' 
is LR(~r') where 7 /= {gla(T")*,..., U,a(T")*, U~ ,..., gn}. 
We now define a "marked gsm", which is an extension of the notion of a deter- 
ministic gsm to that of a machine with a right end-marker [12]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let r be an abstract symbol. A marked generalized sequential 
machine (mgsm) is a 6-tuple g = (K, 27, A, 3, A, Pl), where 
(1) K, 27, d andpl are as defined for a gsm 1 
(2) 27 k) A does not contain r
(3) ~ is a mapping from K • (2: u {r into K (next state function) and 
(4) A is a mapping from K • (27 t.) {r into A* k3 A*r such that A(K, ~)  C A* 
and A(K, r C A*r (output function). 
The functions 8 and A are extended to mappings from K • (27 t3 {r as for a gsm. 
The mgsm mappingg associated with mgsm g is a mapping from 2 Z* into 24* defined 
byg(L) ---- {y [ A(Pl, xr = yr for some x eL}. The function from 24* into 2 z* defined 
by g-l(L') = {x 1 A(Pl, xr eL'e} is called an inverse mgsm mapping. 
DEFINITION 3.3112]. An abstract family of deterministic languages (AFDL) is a 
family of languages closed under (1) marked union, (2) marked *, and (3) inverse 
mgsm mapping. 
57x/7/x-4 
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In order to show that the family of LRR languages forms an AFDL,  it remains to 
establish its closure under inverse mgsm mapping. 
THEOREM 3.6. The fami ly  of  LRR languages is closed under inverse mgsm mapping. 
Proof. Let L be any LRR language; then L is generated by some LRQr) grammar 
G = (N, T, P, S) for some regular partition 7r -- {R 1 ,..., Rn} of T* and we may 
assume without loss of generality that rr is a left congruence. Let L~ = f , ( L )  C_ (T')*$, 
wheref .  and T'  are as in Definition 2.1 ; by Theorem 2. I L ,  is a deterministic language. 
Now consider any arbitrary mgsm g = (K, 27, T, 3, A, Pl), and let K = {Px,. . . ,  Pt}. 
Define a relation 7r' on 27* as follows: for any two strings u, u' in 2:*, u ~ u'(mod rr') 
if and only if for every 1 ~ j ~ t, A(pj, u) ~ A(p), u') (mod rr). Clearly rr' is a left 
congruence, whose equivalence classes are of the form 
R(~ ..... ~,) = {u ~ X* I A(p~, u) ~ R~, for eachj  = 1,..., t}, 
where 1 ~< ix .... , it ~ n. We will now construct an LR@') grammar generatingg-l(L). 
Define a new mgsm g '= (K, 27', T ' to  {$}, ~', A',px), where K,p  a are as for g, 
T ' to  {$} is the alphabet of L~, 27 '= ({~---)to 27)• {1, 2,..., n} t, 3' is defined by 
3'(p~, (a, i x ,..., it) ) = 3(pj, a), 3'(p t , (~--, i~ .... , it) ) = p~ , 3'(p~-, r = 3(p~-, r and A' 
is defined by A'(p~, (a, i~ ,..., it) ) = (b x , kx) ".. (b~ , k~) e ( T ' ) *  where A(pj, a) = bx "" b~ , 
ks ~- i~ , where p. = 8(pj  , a), b~R~ C_ Rk~_~ and for each 
r = 1 ..... s - -  2, b~_r "'" b.Rk~ _C Rk . . . .  ; 
if A(pj, a) =- ~ then define A'(pj, (a,/1 ,..., it)) = e; also let A'(p,, (~--, i 1 ,..., h)) -=- 
(~--, is) and A'(pj , r = (bl , kl) " .  (bs , k8)$r where A(p~ , r == bl ... bsr , k l  .... , ks are 
defined by: k8 - -  io, where Rio is the regular set of 7r containing the empty string e, 
and for each r ----- 0, 1 ..... s -  2, b,_r "'" b~ e Rk . . . .  1 ; in case A(ps,  r = r let A'(ps,  r = $r 
In the above, a e X, bi e T, p je  K and k i e {1, 2,..., n}. 
Now consider the language L '  = (g')-l(L=). Since L~ is deterministic and deter- 
ministic languages are preserved by inverse mgsm mappings [I1], L'  is also a deter- 
ministic language. Hence the language L '$  is also a deterministic language and is 
generated by some LR(0) grammar G' = (N ' ,  N '  to {$}, P' ,  S') .  Let (7 = (N ' ,  X, P,  S ' )  
be the grammar obtained from G' in the following way. Let h,, be the homomorphism 
from (27' • {$})* into 27* defined by k~,((a,/1 .... , it)) = a and h~,((~--,/1 ,..., it)) = 
h=($) = e, for each a e 27and 1 <~ i 1 ..... it <~ n. Let Pbe  obtained from P '  by applying 
the homomorphism h=, to all terminal symbols in the productions of P '  and leaving the 
nonterminals unchanged, as in Lemma 3.2. One can easily verify that L(G)~-  
h, , (L '$)  = g-X(L). Furthermore, since the regular sets of the partition 7r' are represented 
by the t-tuples (i 1 .... , it), the homomorphism h,, just defined is clearly the same as the 
one in Definition 2.1 with respect o partition 7r' and alphabet Z', and the languageL'$ 
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is contained in f,,(X*) = R~, where f~, and R~, are again as defined in Definition 2.1. 
Lemma 3.2 therefore applies to G' and G with respect to alphabets L', L" and the left 
congruence 7r', and we may deduce that (~ is an LR(Tr') grammar. Hence g-l(L) = L(G) 
is an LR(rr') language. 
COROLLARY 3.7. The family of LRR languages i an AFDL. 
Using some general results about AFDL's (Theorem 1.1 in [12]), we obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.8. The family of LRR languages i also closed under the operations of 
inverse gsm mapping, marked product, and left, or right quotient over a single word. 
We can also generalize some well-known decidability results on deterministic 
languages to LRR languages. In particular, we have: 
THEOREM 3.9. It is decidable whether a given LRR language is regular. 
Proof. Let L be any LRR language generated by some LR(~r) grammar 
G = (N, T, P, S) for some left congruence rr on T*. Let G~ be the LR(0) grammar 
constructed in Definition 2.1. ThenL(G~) = f~(L) andL = h~(L(G~)), wheref~ and h= 
are a gsm mapping and a homomorphism, respectively. Consequently, by the closure 
of regular sets under gsm mappings (and homomorphisms a a special case), L is 
regular if and only if L(G,) is regular. The latter is decidable since L(G~) is a deter- 
ministic CFL [13]. 
4. LRRC GRAMMARS 
As Knuth has shown [1], during the parsing of an LR(k) grammar, only some 
restricted information about he string preceding the handle is essential for recognizing 
the handle. This information can be represented by one out of a finite number of 
regular sets to which the string up to and including the handle belongs. Similar 
situation occurs in parsing LRR grammars; thus the information needed for recognizing 
a handle in any given canonical sentential form can be represented by two regular sets, 
one containing the string up to and including the handle and the other containing the 
string following the handle. This leads to the following definition of left-to-right 
regular context (LRRC) grammar, which can also be regarded as a generalization f
Floyd's bounded right context grammar [4]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let ~" = (R,}I<i< n and ~-----(Q~}l<~<m be any two regular 
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partitions of T* and V*, respectively. A grammar G = (N, T, P, S) is said to be 
LRRC(r ,  zr) if and only if given any two right-most derivations of the form 
S R R 
:~*  ~ :~ ~1~1 
R 
S R ,  c~3A2y 3 ~ %7'Yz = %7Y~- 
and the conditions o~1" ~ = ~2~/(mod r), Yl ~- Yz (mod zr) and [ %7 [ ~< 1%)/[, we may 
conclude that A 1 = A 2 , ), = 7', ~2 = % and Y2 = Y3. 
A grammar is LR Regu lar  Context  (LRRC) if and only if it is LRRC(T, Tr) for some 
partitions r, 7r as above. 
Clearly every LRRC grammar is unambiguous. The following result is not surprising. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 7r be a regular partition of T*. A grammar G = (N, T, P, S) is 
LR(Tr) if and only if it is LRRC(~-, ~r)for some regular partition -c of V*. 
Proof. (a) Suppose G is LRRC(~-, rr) for some regular partition r of V*. Let 
7/, ~ be two strings satisfying the assumptions of Definition 1.1, i.e., r/ = aWYl, 
= cqyy 2 such that 
R S R ,  ~lAly x ~ alYYl 
S ~*  %A2y 3 R cqYY2 
and Yl ~ Y2 (mod ~-). Since al ~-  ~1 (mod r) the pair -q, ~: also satisfies the assumptions 
of Definition 4.1 and hence cq = %,  A 1 = A 2 andyz = Y3- 
(b) Suppose G is LR(~-). For each production p: A --~ 7 and for each i = 1 ..... n, 
define the set 
Q.., {avis R = ~ aTy and y c Ri}. 
We claim that for each i, the sets {Q~,i lpeP} are disjoint. For suppose Q~.i n Q~.,i =/=r 
where p = A --~ ? andp '  = A' --+ 7'; then there exist derivations 
s R ayy 
s =  ry' 
where y, y '  c R~. But then y ~ y'(,r) and since G is LR(~r) we have p = p'. Hence for 
each i, ri = {Q~.i [p c P} W {V* --  U~e1,Q~.i} is a partition of V*. Define r to be the 
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refinement of all partitions 7~, i = 1 .... , n. We claim that G is LRRC(T, 7r). To see this, 
let 
R 
(1) S ~ * ~IAlyl  ~ cqVyl 
R , 
(2) S ~ * %A3y 3 ~ %7 Y3 = a2~'Y2 
such that o~1~,  0~27 (mod T), Yl ~ Y2 (mod 7r) and t az7 [ ~< I aa7' [. Let Yl, Y2 e Ri; 
then we get a17 E Q~.i, where p = A 1 --~ ~,, and thus also a27 ~ Q~a" 9 Hence there 
exists a derivation 
S ~ * ct2Aly' R 0~27Y , 
which, together with derivation (2) above, the fact that y~ ~ y'  (rood ~), and the 
assumption that G is LR(~r), imply A 1 - -A2 ,  ~2 = a~ ,Y2 = Y3 and hence also 
7 = 7'. Therefore G is also LRRC(r, ~r). 
COROLLARY 4.2. A grammar is LRR if and only if it is LRRC. 
Remark. As a generalization of Floyd's bounded context grammars [4], we could 
define here the analogous notion of "regular context grammars". Such a grammar 
would be defined with respect o some given regular partitions r, ~r of V* so that one 
can decide whether or not to reduce any sentential form (not necessarily right-most) 
ayfl using the production A -~ 7 if one knows the equivalence classes of r and ~r 
containing c~ 7 and/3 respectively. Clearly every such grammar must be both LR(Tr) 
and RL(r) and hence by Theorem 1.1 these grammars form a proper subfamily of both 
families of LRR and RLR grammars. The same statement is also true for the corre- 
sponding families of languages. Furthermore, such grammars can generate languages 
which are neither deterministic nor reverse deterministic CF languages, as can be 
seen from Example 1.2, in which the grammar G is linear and LRR and therefore also 
regular context grammar. 
5. A CRITERION FOR LRR GRAMMARS 
In this section we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for a grammar to be 
LRR. Before stating the main result we need some preliminary definitions and lemmas. 
Notation. Throughout he rest of this paper let # denote an auxiliary symbol not 
in V. 
In what follows, let G = (N, T, P, S) denote an arbitrary CF grammar which will 
remain fixed throughout he discussion. Thus all definitions and lemmas presented 
below are stated with respect o G. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. For any production p : A --~ 7 of G let LY~ es and L~ ~ be the 
languages defined by: 
LYes = {ay#y [ o~ e V*, y E T*, S ~ * aAy ~ c~Ty}, 
L~ ~ = {c~y#y ] ~ E V*, y ~ T*, S ~ * flBu ~ fi~,'u = a~,y, 
such that 1 c~Y [ <~ IriS" l and i fA  = Bandy  = y ' then I ~ I < I fl I}. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any production p = A-+ Y of G, _p/.yes and LnO are CF languages 
and can be effectively found. 
Proof. Let G 1 = (N', T', P1, S), where N'  = {B' ] B E N} u {B t B E N}, 
T' = T u N k) {#} and P1 is defined as follows. Let h be the homomorphism from V* 
into (N'  u T)* defined by h(a) = a for a ~ T and h(B) = B' for B ~ N. P1 consists of 
the following three types of rules; 
(i) For any ~,/3 E V*, B, C E N such that B ~ ~Cfl is a production in P, the 
production B --~ aCh(fi) is in P1; 
(ii) For any production B -+/3 in P, B' ~ h(fl) is in P1; 
(iii) ./i --+ ),# is in P1. 
One can easily verify that L(G1) = L~ es. 
Now consider the grammar Gz = (N', T', P2, S) where N '  and T'  are the same as 
for G 1 and P2 consists of all productions of types (i) and (ii) as above as well as 
productions of the form 
(iii)' /~ --+ ), '#, where B --+ 7' is any production in P other than p. 
Now suppose we have Case (a): p = A ~ 7 :/: E; then y = y 'Z  for some Z ~ V 
and the following production will also be included in P2: 
(iv) A--+ ~/#Z. 
Define a gsmg 1 as follows: Let y = Z1Z 2 "" Zk where Zi E V, Zk = Z and k > 0. 
Let gl = ({qo, ql .... , qk+l}, T', T', 3, qo, {q~+~}) where 3 is defined by 
3(qo, X) = {(qo, X)} for each X ~ V --  {Z1}, 
~(qo, z0  = {(qo, zl), (ql, Zl)), 
3(q,_1, Zi) = {(q,, Z~)} for 2 ~< i <~ k -- 1, 
~(q~_~, z~) = {(q~, z~#)}, 
8(q~, #)  = {(q~+~, )}, 
3(q, X) = {(q, X)} for each X E V and q ~ {r qk+a}. 
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Clearly 
L(Go) = {aft#x: S ~ * aftx ~ aftx forp  :~ B --*/3} 
G G " 
{~, #Zx: S ~ * adx  R , ' - =- a~/Zx for p = A --~ y Zj 
G G 
and for any a,/3, ~ in V*gl(ayft#~ ) contains a~#fl8 where A --+ ~/is the fixed production 
p. It can be verified that gI(L(G2)) -- no - -  L~ and since context-free languages are closed 
under gsm mappings, L~ ~ is context-free. 
Now for Case (b): p = A --+ E. Let G a = (N', T", Pa, S), where T" = V u {#'} 
where #'  $ N '  u T' and Ps consists of all productions of the types (i), (ii) and (iii)' as 
above, with # replaced by #' .  Now define a gsm g2 = ({qo, ql, q~], V u {#, #'}, T', 
~', qo, {q~}) where 8' is as follows: 
~'(q0, X) = {(qo, X), (ql, #X)} for all X e T, 
8'(qo, X) = {(q0, X)} for all X ~ N, 
8'(q0, #' )  = {(q~, #)}, 
8'(ql, X) = {(q~, X)} for all X e T, 
8'(q~, Y) = {(q2, e)} for Y e {#, #') ,  
3'(q2, X) = {(q2, X)} for all X ~ T. 
One can easily verify that L~o ~ = g2(L(G3) t.) L~ es) and hence L~o ~ is a CF language. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let p be a fixed production of the grammar G = (N, T, P, S). 
Define the following sets: 
X~ es = L~es/{#}T*(={a ~ V* I a#y ~L~es}) ' 
X~ ~ = Lr~~ e V* t a#y ~L~~ 
Also let KYr es = -,/'Yes ~ (xno{#}T ,) and K n~ = L~ ~ n (x~es{#}T*). Now we proceed 
no. ~(-yes to show the regularity of X~ , for this was already shown in [1]. - -p  
LEMMA 5.2. For any production p: A -+ 7 of G, the sets X~ es and X~ ~ are regular. 
Proof. The regularity of X~ es was shown in [1]. 
4 For any two languages L,L', the left quotient of L by L' is L'\L = {y lxy  eL for some 
x ~ L'}. The right quotient of L by L' is L]L" = {x I xy ~ L for some y e L'}. 
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For X n~ consider the right-linear grammar G z = (Nx, N ~J T , /2 ,  S) where P2 
consists of productions of type (i) as for G 1 as well as productions of type (ii)' and (iii) 
defined as follows: 
(ii)' For any production B ~ fi in P --  {p}, let/~ ~/3  be in/)2.  
We distinguish two cases: Case (a): 5' # e; then 5' = 7 'Z for some Z E V, and the 
following production is also to be included in Pz: 
(iii) 2 /~ 5". 
Now define a gsm g as follows: Let 5' = Z1Z 2 "" Zk, where Z i E V, Zk = Z and 
k > 0. Let g = ({qo, ql .... , qk}, V, V, 8, qo, {qk}), where 3 is defined by: 
3(q o , X) = {(qo, X)} for each X ~ V -- {Za}; 
8(qo, Zl) = {(q0, Zx), (ql, Z1)}; 
a(qi_l, Zi) = {(q,, Zi) } for 2 ~< i ~< k. 
8(qe, X) = {(q~, e)} for X inT. 
It  can be easily verified that g(L(G2) = X n~ and since L(G2) is a regular language, 
so is X~ ~ 
Case (b): p: A --~ E. Let P~ consist of productions of type (i) and (ii)' only. Then 
X~ ~ = Init 5 (L(Gz)<3 (X~es/v)) 
= a/3Z ~ X~ for some Z e V} {a ~ V* [ there exists fl ~ V* such that c~fl ~ L(G~) or yes 
and since both L(G2) as well as x~es/v are regular languages, and the operation Init 
preserves regularity [7], X n~ is also regular. 
COROLLARY 5.3. For any grammar G and production p of G, the sets ._~/(yes and K~ ~ 
are CF languages and can be effectively found. 
Proof. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let p be a fixed production of the grammar G = (N, T, P, S); 
a set M~ _C V*{#}T* is a separating set for p iff 
(i) K~ esCM~ and 
(ii) K~~ V*{#}T*-- M,. 
Note. I fX~ es n X~ ~ = $ then any subset of V*{#)T* is a separating set forp. 
5 For any language L over alphabet T, Init(L) = L/T*. 
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LEMMA 5.4. For any production p of the grammar G and for any given regular set M, 
it is decidable whether M is a separating set for p. 
Proof. M is a separating set for p iff 
L = (M ~ K n~ w ((V*{#}T* --  M) ~ K~ es) --  ~. 
Since K~ es and K n~ are CF languages, by well-known closure properties L is also a CF 
language which can be effectively found and whose emptiness problem is, therefore, 
decidable. 
THEOREM 5.5. A grammar G = (N, T, P, S) is LRRC iff there exists a regular 
separating set for each production p ~ P. 
Proof. For eachp e P, let M~ be a regular separating set forp. Since M~ _C V*{#}T*, 
we can decompose 3I~ as follows: M~ = UI<.<i<~%Q,p{#}R, p, where Q,p, Ri p, 
I ~< i <~ n~, are regular subsets of V* and T*, respectively. Let z = {Qi} be the 
partition of V* which is the refinement (i.e., intersection) of all the regular partitions 
X yes V* yye% -no V* no ~o V* 
, 
p 6 P, i = 1,..., n~, of V*. Similarly let ~- = {R,} be defined as the refinement of all 
regular partitions {Rf, T* - -  RIP}, p ~ P, i = 1,..., n~, of T*. We claim that G is 
LRRC(r, zr). To see this assume the contrary, i.e., there exist 7, Y', ~1, c~2, az ~ V*, 
A 1 , A 2 ~ N and Yl, Y2, Y3 ~ T* such that 
R 
S ~*  o~lAay 1 =~ oqyy 1
S ~*  %A~y aR ~3Y'Ya = %YY~ 
~W --= ~zY (mod ~-), Yl = Y2 (mod ~), ] c~z~ [ ~ [ c~a~' [ and either A 1 ~ A 2 or y ~ 7' 
or ~2 ~ %. Consider the production p: A 1 --~ Y- Clearly either ~W ~ _~yesp - -  Xpn~ or 
else aly#y 1~ Mp. I f  cqy E X yes --  X~ ~ then a~y ~ o~27 (mod r) and the definition of 
r imply that also a2Y E X~ es -  no. Xp , but this is impossible since az~, ~ X n~ by the 
above derivations. Thus assume that a ly (~xyes - -X  n~ and aly#yl~ M~; then 
aly#y I~Q~p#Rj p for some 1 ~ j  ~ n~, i.e., a W~Qjv and y l~Rj  p. From 
C~ly --  a~7 (rood r), y~ --  y~ (mod ~r) and the definitions of ~- and zr it follows that 
azy e Q~p and y~ e R~ ~. Hence o~7#y ~~ Q/'#R~; C M~. Since a~y ~ X yes - -  X~ ~ we 
must have ~17ex~es~ X~ ~ and therefore also azyex~es~ X~~ thus we get 
~zy#yz ~ M~ n L n~ ~ (x~es{#}T *) = M~ ~ K~ ~ which contradicts our assumption 
that M~ is a separating set for p. 
Now suppose that G is LRRC, that is, there exist regular partitions r = {Q~}~<~<, 
and n = {R~)I<~.<< m of V* and T* resp. such that G is LRRC(r, ~r). Let p be any 
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production in P. Clearly for each pair ( i , j ) ,  1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ m, either 
Qi{#}Rj (~ L~ es =- r or Qi{#}R~ L~ ~ = r Let I~ --~ {(i, j) I 1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~< m 
and Q~(#)R, c~L~ "s v~ 4}. Then Mp = (J(i.j)~z, Q,{#}Rj is clearly a regular separating 
set for p.6 
COROLLARY 5.6. A grammar G is LRR iff there exists a regular separating set for 
each of its productions. 
COROLLARY 5.7. For given regular partitions ~ and 7r of V* and T* resp., it is 
decidable whether an arbitrary CF grammar G is LRRC(r, 7r). 
Proof. For each production p of the grammar G = (N, T, P, S), define M~ as in 
the second half of the proof of Theorem 5.5 above. Clearly G is LRRC(r, 7r) iff for 
each p ~ P, M~ is a separating set. The latter is decidable by Lemma 5.4. 
COROLLARY 5.8. For a given regular partition 7r of T*, it is decidable whether an 
arbitrary CF grammar G is LR(Tr). 
Proof. For the given grammar G =- (N, T, P, S) and the partition ~, define a 
regular partition ~- of V* as in the second half of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Then G is 
LR(Tr) iff G is LRRC(~', 7r), which was shown to be decidable. 
We now illustrate the above results by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider again the grammar G from Example 1.3. As noted above, 
L(G) = {a"b2ma~b n, amb"a~+~b  [ h, m, n ~ 1}. 
Let us number its productions in the following way: 
(1) S --,- BCB 
(2) S ~ AB 
(3) A ~ aAbb 
(4) A ~ abb 
(5) B --+ aBb 
(6) B --+ ab 
(7) C ~ Ca 
(8) C ~ a 
6 In the expression for M~, we can restrict he Q,'s appearing in the union only to those 
which intersect both X~ eg and X~ ~ thus obtaining smaller separating sets. 
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The sets L yes and L~ ~ for these productions will now be described; in all descriptions 
below, let m, n, k = 1, 2,... and i, j = 0, I ..... 
L[es = {BCB#};L~  = r 
L~ es = {AB#};L  n~ -- r 
LYes = {ai+aAbb#b2ia.b.};L~O = r 
3 
LYes = {a%b#b2m-2a,,b.); L~O = r 
4 
LYes = {ai+lBb#biak+.b n} V {BCd+lBb#b J} V {Aa~+lBbfbJ); L~ ~ = r 
5 
LYes = {amb#b,.-la.+kb .} u {BCanb#b b-l} V {Aanb#bn-1}; 
6 
L~ ~ = {a~b#b2m-2anb'~}; 
LYes = {BCa#a~+nbn};L~O = r
7 
LYes = {Ba#ai+.b~}; 
8 
~ = " )  V {BCa' #d+"b ) V 
u {a"~#a~bZ'~+2ia"b n} w {Aam#aib~+i}. 
Clearly for all productionsp withL~ ~ = r K~ es, K~ ~ are both empty and no separa- 
tion is necessary. The handle corresponding to such productions can be determined 
solely by its appearance in the string to the left of any other (possible) handle, thus 
obviously no look-ahead is needed in such cases. Now consider production (8): we 
have X yes = {Ba} and X~ ~ -- a + u Aa + u {BCa}; these two sets are disjoint and 
hence Kayes = K2~ r and no look-ahead is necessary. Now consider (6): since 
.yyes (3 X n~ = (a+b t.) BCa+b u Aa+b) n a+b = a+b, we have: 
K yes = {amb#bm-lan+kb n} 
and 
K2 ~ = {a~b#b2"~-2anbn}. 
In order for G to be LRR, we must be able to separate K~ es from Kg ~ by a regular set, 
i.e., find a regular set M such that K~ es C M and M c~ Kg ~ = r Without loss of 
generality we may assume that M is a subset of a*b#b*a*b*. However, using well- 
known results from automata theory, one can easily show that there exists no regular set 
satisfying the above requirements. Hence the grammar O above is not LRR. 
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Nevertheless, with a minor modification, G can be converted into an LRR grammar. 
Let G' be the grammar obtained from G by replacing production (7) above by (7') 
C ~ Caa. The language then becomes L(G') = {amb2manb "} W {amb~a'~+kb'*}, same 
as L(G) except that k = 1, 3, 5,... rather than k = 1, 2, 3,... as in L(G). All sets 
Lyes f no 1 ~< p ~ 7, as well as L~ 'es, are given by the same descriptions as above, with 
k representing an odd number only; L~ ~ has to be slightly modified but still retains the 
property that X yes n X~ ~ = r thus no lookahead is needed for the recognition of (8). 
As for rule (6), the sets K~ es and K~ ~ can be re-written as 
K yes = ai+lb#bZan+2J+ab n} and K~ ~ = {ai+lb#b2ianbn}, 
where i, j = 0, 1,... and n = 1, 2 ..... These sets can be distinguished by comparing 
the parity of the number of a's with that of the number of b's on the right part of the 
string. In fact, the regular set M = a*b#b*((a2)*a(bZ)*u (a2)*(b2)*b) contains 
K] ~es and is disjoint from K~ ~ hence is a separating set for rule (6). Consequently G' 
is an LRR grammar. Specifically, G' is LR(rr) for rr = {R1, R2} , where 
R 1 = b*((a2)*a(bZ) * k3 (a2)*(bZ)*b) and R~ = {a, b}* --  R 1 . 
6. GENERATING LRR PARSERS FOR ARBITRARY GRAMMARS 
As was shown above, for any given CFG G and for any given regular partition 
7r = {R 1 ,..., Rn} of T*, one can effectively decide if G is LR(~r); moreover, if indeed G 
turns out to be LR(rr), a practical parsing method for G has been described. The 
problem remains, however, for a given grammar G, to find a regular partition zr such 
that G is LR(rr), if such a partition exists. We conjecture that the question of whether 
or not an arbitrary CFG is LRR is, in general, unsolvable. However, Theorem 5.5 
and Corollary 5.6 provide some clues for answering this question in particular cases, 
and, when the answer is affirmative, for finding a regular partition 7r such that G is 
LR(~r) (e.g., Example 5.1 above). According to these results, the question of whether 
or not G is LRR is equivalent to the question of whether or not each rule p of G has a 
regular separating set. The latter amounts to deciding, for CF languages K yes and K~ ~ 
given by their grammars, whether or not there exists a regular set M~ separating them, 
i.e. containing /(yes and disjoint from K n~ This latter problem appears to be 
7 After completion of this paper it has been brought o our attention that the undecidability 
of the question of whether a CFG is LRR has been recently established by W. F. Ogden [17]. 
This result, together with Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 5.5, implies the undecidability of the 
general Open Problem stated in the text. However, a direct proof of this latter undecidability 
result would be of interest. 
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undecidable, though we are not aware of any proof to this effect. 7 Moreover the 
following problem is open. 
Open Problem. Is it decidable whether for two given context-free languages L 1 and 
L 2 there exists a regular set containing L 1 and disjoint from L 2 ? 
We conjecture that the above question is undecidable. However, we can develop 
some techniques for obtaining such regular separating sets, whenever such sets exist, 
and from these sets the desired regular partitions r and rr such that G is LRRC(T, ~r) 
can be obtained using the construction i the proof of Theorem 5.5. One can start by 
checking, for each production p: A--~ ~ in the given grammar G, whether 
Kyes and K n~ are empty, --~Yyes ~ xno : 4. If this happens to be true then both sets __~ 
which amounts to the fact that in any right sentential form, a handle c~ corresponding 
to rule p is uniquely determined solely by the string to its left; in such case of course 
no look-ahead information is needed. 
Now suppose the above condition does not hold for rule p. Then construct the 
grammars G1 and Gz generating the languages/(yes and K n~ resp. using Lemma 5.1 
Now proceed to find, if possible, a "regular envelope" for K~ es disjoint from K~ ~ i.e., 
regular set M~, containing K~ ~ and as close as possible to K~ es, and disjoint from 
K~ ~ Similarly, one can construct such a regular envelope N~ for K~ ~ and check its 
disjointness from K~ es. If such a set N ,  disjoint from K yes is found, then its comple- 
ment _N~ = V*{#}T* -- N~ is also a regular separating set for rule p. In fact, if 
both such regular envelopes M~ and N~ are found, and they are disjoint, then any 
regular set R~ such that M~ _C R~ _C _N~ is also a separating set for production p. This 
allows some flexibility in choosing the separating sets R9 for the productions of G 
so as to optimize, in some sense, the resulting partitions rr and T (obtained as in the 
proof of Theorem 5.5) to yield the most efficient LRRC parser. Therefore it is desirable 
to construct regular envelopes for both languages __~R "yes and K n~ and check their 
disjointness. 
There are a few approaches one can take when trying to construct a good "regular 
approximation" for a given CF language. For instance, one can try to modify the 
corresponding push-down automaton so as to "forget" all but a bounded amount of 
information on its push-down stack, thus turning it into a finite-state machine. 
Another approach would be to modify the CF grammar so that it would generate a 
larger regular language. If the regular envelope thus obtained is still "too big", a 
smaller envelope can be obtained by a refinement of the construction. In the example 
presented below we have chosen the second approach. 
As already mentioned, once the required regular envelopes Mp and _~ as above 
have been found for every production p of G, it is desirable to optimize the resulting 
partitions zr and ~ so as to make the parsing procedure, including the pre-scan, most 
efficient. Naturally one would try to minimize the number of blocks in partition rr so 
that the number of distinct labels attached to the input string during the pre-scan 
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would be as small as possible. It would be also desirable to obtain the smallest possible 
number of states in the Moore machine M recognizing the regular sets of rr, used 
during the pre-scan, as well as optimize the modified LR(0) parser. Such optimization 
can be carried out with the use of some known automata theory methods. 8 
The techniques discussed above will now be illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let G = ({A, B, C, D, S}, {a, b, d}, P, S) where P = {S -+ AB; 
S --~ CD; A --,. bAb; A -+ ab; B --+ dBa; B -+ dBb; B -+ da; C --~ aC; C -+ bC; 
C --+ ~; D -+ dDa; D -,. dDb; D -+ b}. The right sentential forms for G are: S; AdkBx; 
b*Ab'~d~+lax; bnabn+ld~'+lax; CdkDy; zCd~'by; zdkby, for any k, n >~ 0 and any words 
x, y, z s {a, b}* such that l x ] = ] y [ = k. One can easily verify that for all right 
sentential forms containing at least one nonterminal, the (unique) handle can be 
determined by the string to its left. This is due to the fact that for all productions 
p in P except for q: A -+ ab and r: C --+ E, the setL~ ~ is empty. Thus in order for G to 
be LRR, there must exist regular separating sets for both rules q and r. Before 
proceeding to find such sets, we observe that G is not LR(k) for any k. This is seen 
from the following two rightmost derivations in G: 
R 
S ~*  bnAbndk+lab k b~abbndk+Xab k 
S n ~.  b,abbnCdk+lbk+2~b~abb,dk+lbk+2 
where k, n are any arbitrary non-negative integers. 
Now consider the sets Kt  yes and K~ ~ for t = q, r. From the above derivations we 
have: bnab#b'~dk+labke __qK yes and b'~ab#bndk+lbk+2e K n~ Also, as can be easily 
verified, for all k = 0, 1, 2,..., ab#d~+lab k ~ K n~ and ab#dkb k+l E K~ es. Hence both 
productions q and r require separating sets. Thus let us construct grammars G 1 and 
G 2 generating K~ es and K n~ resp. We obtain: 
and 
where 
and 
G 1 = ({$1, A, B}, {a, b, d, #}, P1, $1) 
G 2 = ({$2, C, D, E}, {a, b, d, #}, / )2,  $2), 
P1 = {S~ --,. AB; A --~ bAb; A ~ ab#; B --~ dBa; B --+ dBb; B --~ da} 
1"2 = {$2 --~ CD; C -,. bC; C --,- ab#E; E --,. aE; E --+ bE; E --~ E; 
D -~ dDa; D --,- dDb; D -+ b}. 
s Specifically, this optimization problem is closely related to the minimization problem of 
incompletely specified machines [14, 16], as is demonstrated in Example 6.1. 
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Let us now convert both G 1 and G 2 into grammars generating (possibly) larger 
regular sets. Thus in G1, replace the self-embedding production A --~ bAb by the 
two productions A --~ bA; A -+ Ab. Similarly, replace B --~ dBb and B ~ dBa by 
B --+ dB, B --~ Ba and B --~ Bb. The new grammar thus obtained generates the 
regular set M 0 = b*ab#b*d+a{a, b}*. Similarly for G2, replace D ~ dDa and 
D ~ dDb by the three productions D --~ dD, D --~ Da and D --~ Db. Then the 
resulting grammar generates the regular set Nq = b*ab#{a, b}*d*b{a, b}*. Clearly 
Kq yes C Mq and K n~ C Nq and it can be easily verified that Mq n Nq = q~ as 
desired. 
Now do the same for the rule r: C -~ e. The grammars G 3 and G 4 generating the 
sets K~ es and K~ n~ resp. are as follows: G a = ({$3, C, D}, {a, b, d, #}, Pa, $3) where 
Pa = {$3-* CD; C ~ aC; C ~ bC; C --+ #;  D --~ dDa; D -+ dDb; D--+ b} and 
Ga = ({$4, A, A', B, C, C', D}, {a, b, d, #},  P4 , $4), where 
P4 = {$4 ~ AB;  S~ ~ CD; A --~ ab#; A --~ a#b; 
A --+ bAb; A --~ #A' ;  A' ~ bA'b; A '  ~ ab; B --+ dBa; B ~ dBb; B --+ da; C -+ aC; 
C -~ bC; C ~ #C';  C' --~ aC'; C' --+ bC'; C' --+ a; C' --+ b; D ~ dDa; D ~ dDb; 
D--~ b}. Now modify G 3 by replacing the productions D--* dDa and D--* dDb 
by the productions D ~ dD; D ~ Da and D ~ Db. The modified grammar thus 
obtained generates the regular envelope Mr = {a, b}*#d*b{a, b}* of K~ es. Similarly 
modify G 4 by replacing the self-embedding productions {A --+ bAb; A'  --+ bA'b; 
B --~ dBa; B --+ dBb; D ~ dDa; D ~ dDb} by the productions {A ~ bA; A --~ Ab; 
A'  ~ bA' ; A'  -+ A'b; B --+ dB; B ~ Ba; B --+ Bb; D ~ dD; D ~ Da; D ~ Db}. The 
regular envelope for Kn~ ~ generated by the modified grammar, is: 
Nr = (b*#b*ab + W b*a#b + u b*ab#b*) d+a{a, b}* w {a, b}*#{a, b} + d*b{a, b}*. 
However, checking for disjointness of the two envelopes, we find that Mr ~ Nr = 
{a, b}*#b{a, b}* b{a, b}* =/= q~. Hence the above envelopes are too big and better 
regular approximations for K~ es and K n~ are required. Thus replace the self-embedding 
rules D --+ dDa and D ~ dDb in G 3 by the rules: D --~ dD'a; D --+ dD'b; D' --+ dD'; 
D' --~ D'a; D' --~ D'b; D' --+ b, adding a new nonterminal D' to Gz and leaving all 
other rules in Pa unchanged. This new modified grammar generates the following 
better egular approximation f
K~es: M/  = {a, b}*#b V {a, b}*#d+b{a, b} +. 
As can be readily seen, Mr' n Nr -- q~ and we have thus found the required envelopes. 
We are now ready to search for "optimal" separating sets for productions q and r, 
namely, regular sets M and M', Mq _C M C _~q and M r _C M' _C 2Vr, whose recognition 
by a finite state machine will require the minimum number of states. We can treat his 
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problem systematically be converting it into a problem of minimization of an incom- 
pletely specified machine [14, 16] i.e., construct he smallest possible sequential 
machine which distinguishes Mq from Nq (My from Nr) and is unspecified otherwise. 
A general solution of such a problem is presented in [14]. However, for the sake of 
brevity, we shall omit the detailed solution for the above example and simply indicate 
the final result, that is, the optimal separating sets M and M'. These are: 
3I = T*#T*  daT* and M' = T*#(b u dT*). Clearly, in this case, no distinction 
is needed for the string on the left of "#" ,  thus the partition T is independent of rules 
q and r and is determined by the other rules of the grammar. To obtain ~-, one has to 
construct DeRemer's characteristic f nite-state machine (CFSM) [2], whose states will 
correspond to the sets of 7; this is because, in DeRemer's terminology, the look-ahead 
needed for parsing our grammar does not require any .state splitting" in the CFSM 
(thus the above grammar G can be called "LALRR" as an extension of DeRemer's 
LALR(k) grammars). 
As for the partition ~r, we simply intersect the sets R 1 = T* daT*, R2 = {b} u dT* 
and their complements o obtain: 
~r = {R 1 -- R2; R e - -  R1 ,  R, n R~, T* -- R 1 -- R~). 
However, looking at the sets Mq, Nq, My and N~ again, we observe that T*#R 1 is 
disjoint not only from Nq but also from Nr; hence no distinction eed be made between 
R 1 -Rz  and R l t~R e and the partition ~r' = (R I ,R  2 - /21 ,T* -R  1 -R2}= 
(RI', R ( ,  Rs' } is sufficient. The sequential machine M~, (Definition 2.1) used for 
the pre-scan, can now be constructed. We obtain M,,  ~ ({q0, ql, q2, qa, q4}, T, 
{1, 2, 3), 8, A, qo) where 3 is defined as follows: 
3(qo, a) = 3(q x, a) =3(q2, a) =3(q3, a) = q2; 
3(q4, a) = q4; 3(qo, b) = 3(qo, d) = ql; 
3(qx, b) = 3(q~, b) = 3(q3, b) ----- qa;3(q4, b) = q4; 
3(q~, d) = 8(q3, d) = q~; 3(q2, d) = q4 and 3(q4, d) = q4. 
The output function A is given by: A(ql) = 2; A(q2) = A(q3) = 3 and A(q4) = 1; 
~(q0) can be arbitrarily defined since q0 is not a re-entrant state. The optimal LR(0) 
parser for G=, can be constructed using DeRemer's method, and will not be 
presented here. 
We note that for the above example, a better parsing algorithm can be obtained, 
if we are willing to use an LR(2) parser ather than an LR(0) parser for the"main scan". 
Then there is no need for labeling the string symbols during the pre-scan, and it 
suffices to remember the final output of the sequential machine after having scanned 
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the whole input string. This can be seen if we observe the following facts about 
terminal strings w generated by G: 
(1) If w E (T -- {d})* = M 1 , then the handle in w corresponds to production 
r: C ~ ~ is located before the last letter ofw. 
(2) If w E T* daT* ~ M2 , then the handle in w corresponds to rule q: A -~ ab 
and is found at the left most occurence of "ab" in w. 
(3) If none of the above conditions i  satisfied (i.e. w ~ T* -- .SI x -- M S = Mz), 
then the handle in w corresponds torule r and is located just before the first occurence 
of the letter "d". 
Consequently, an LR(2) parser can locate the handle in each terminal string w, 
provided the information about he set Mi  containing w is supplied by the sequential 
machine pre-scanner. In this case, of course, the pre-scan may be performed from left 
to right as well. The sequential machine recognizing the sets M, has four states, and the 
LR(2) parser equires look-ahead only in two cases, corresponding to cases (1) and (3) 
above, thus it is "almost LR(0)". Clearly here this latter parsing procedure is by far 
more efficient han the usual LRR one, involving labeling the input string. However, 
this method applies only to a proper subset of the family of LRR grammars and cannot 
be used in general. 
7. POSSIBLE EXTENSION 
The idea of a two-scan parsing algorithm described above can be extended to the 
case where the right-to-left pre-scan is performed by a more powerful type of deter- 
ministic transducer; for instance, a deterministic push down transducer (PDT). The 
non-LRR grammar (and language) presented in an Example 1.3 (and further discussed 
in Example 5.1), can be parsed by such a scheme; (in fact, all RL(k) grammars can be 
parsed by using a two-scan process with a push-down machine pre-scanner, simply 
because they can be parsed entirely during the pre-scan from right to left). However, 
by a modification of Example 1.3 we can obtain a grammar generating the language 
L = {a~b~anbna~b~, a' b~'~an+kb~apb ~2~ [ m, n, p, k ~ 1} 
which is neither LRR nor RLR but is "LR(PDT)" parsable. Thus the class of 
"LR(PDT)" grammars eems to be another, yet larger, class of grammars, which 
properly includes the LRR grammars, yet still consists entirely of unambiguous 
grammars and can be parsed by a deterministic 2-pass process. 
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